
Job – Resting on the Faith of a Man 
Job 1 

 

Intro: 
 

“Trust the past to the mercy of God, the present to His love, and the future to His providence.” St. Augustine 

Story of firing and mediation 

 

Date/Time 

 

There are no direct references to historical events that might aid in the book’s dating. The story of Job clearly 

comes from an early time. 

Time of the book varies from Patriarchal times to the 6
th
 century BC 

Believe it was written in patriarchal times for several reasons: 

a) The long life of Job 

b) the mention of the Flood (22:16) but not of Israel’s history 

c)  Job’s role as family priest 

d)  the absence of Israel’s law and priesthood 

e) the fact that riches were reckoned by cattle 

f) the mention of the Chaldeans as nomadic raiders (1:17) 

g) and the use of archaic language all identify the story with the patriarchal period.  

h) Job’s daughters were heirs which was not possible in Mosaic times 

But these facts point only to the antiquity of the story and not to the age of its written completion. The most 

commonly accepted dates for its writing fall between 600 and 400 B.C., but some date it as early as 

Solomon’s reign around 950 B.C. The location of “Uz" (1:1), the story’s geographical setting, is also difficult 

to determine. The two most likely possibilities are Hauran, south of Damascus, or the area between Edom 

and northern Arabia ("Uz," NBD). 

 

Probably the oldest book written in scripture (some even think it was written by Moses) 

 

Job was a real person and is mentioned 2x in scripture 

• Ez. 14:14, 20 

• James 5:11 

 

 

Basic Breakdown 

 

Job is really a beautiful book of poetry  

The book of Job consists of three basic sections: 

a) the prologue, which reveals the cosmic setting (1:1–2:13) 

a) the dialogue, which presents the conversation between Job and his friends and God’s speech (3:14–42:6) 

b) and the epilogue, which records Job’s restoration (42:7–17). 

 

The prologue and epilogue are written in prose, while the vast majority of the book, the dialogue, appears in 

poetic form. 

 

Amazing Book: 

Review basic flow 

John Calvin – preached 159 of his 700 sermons on Job 

God sternly criticizes the 3 friends’ advice to Job so 

1. 2/3rds of this book is basically heresy 

2. Chapters 1-2 are a unique look we don’t normally get 



Don’t normally get to know what is going on behind the curtain 

But with Job, God gives us a REALLY unique look at what He is doing 

But this is unfortunately what makes this book so frustrating 

We don’t get this look in our lives and think we want it, but when we see it in Job’s, it is VERY 

frustrating 

GET TO VIEW SUPERNATURAL ACTIVITY NORMALLY HIDDEN FROM OUR VIEW 

Because of the first 2 chapters we alreasdy know the answers to several questions 

a) What did Job do wrong? Nothing is the answer 

b) Why is Job suffering? Not being punished 

3. The majority of this book talks about suffering, but I am convinced this books main theme is not 

suffering at all 

THE BOOK OF JOB IS REALLY ABOUT FAITH 

Because of chapters 1-2, the author forfeits every element of the story except 1 – HOW WILL JOB 

RESPOND 

4. Although the book speaks more about pain than anything, no direct answer is provided to the question 

about pain 

5. The name El Shadai is used 31x in Job – This book is also about the sovereignty of God 

 

A lot like Elisha in chapters 1-2 – get to have our eyes opened to spiritual things we don’t get to see normally 

• Job 1:1-5 

 

Job: 

 

1. Lived in Uz – probably in or near Edom (Lam. 4:21) southeast of the dead sea 

2. Blameless – not sinless, but complete or having integrity (because he feared God) 

3. Upright – because he turned from evil 

4. Feared God 

5. Turned from evil 

6. Prosperous – wealth usually measured in terms of land, animals, and servants – Job had all 3 

7. Large family – obviously close since they hung out a lot 

What is the deal with the sacrifice thing Job is doing? 

What does this tell you possibly about Job and this family? 

Job also knew his kids needed help when they were doing well – great insight 

Job offered a burnt offering symbolizing total dedication, not a sin offering which only the individual 

could do 

 

• Read 1:6 

 

What is going on here? What does this say about Satan? 

A lot like Rev 4 – all these angels worshiping God – what a scene 

 

• I Peter 5:8 

 

Why would God allow this? 

 

• Read 1:7-8 

 

What? What is happening? What do you observe about the sequence of events? Who initiates? 

What else can you gleen about Satan’s relationship to God in these verses? 

Not a normal battle where one side needs the others permission to attack – incredible statement about God 

 

• Read 1:9-11 



 

What is Satan’s assertion? What/who is he really attacking? 

Why would God provoke this? What is God doing? 

Satan is accusing God of rigging the rules of the game 

“He can’t get a response from God without bait” 

 

• Read 1:12-19 

 

What do you notice about this passage? 

2 of the 4 incidents clearly would be tagged by God by anybody, if not all 4 

Alternate between human and natural disasters 

Sabeans = from Arabia, came from the South 

Fire = may have been caused by lightning or even volcanic activity 

Chaldeans = marauders from Mesopotamia, came from the North 

Wind = maybe a tornado 

Came from North, South, Heaven above, and the wind all around = every direction 

Really shows what Satan is like when given permission = goes to the FULL EXTENT 

What do you think of God in all this? 

Novelist Virginia Wolf – “I read the book of Job last night – I don’t think God comes well out of it.” 

Yancy – pg. 51 

 

• Read 1:20-22 

 

Job clearly recognizes the sovereignty God 

And Job was incredibly free with his wealth 

• Read 29:12-17 

Never forgot where it came from 

 

1. Far deeper reasons to why God allows/initiates suffering than our superficial answers 

 

What does Job’s response prove about God? 
 


